
Friday 5th March 2021

Art – L.O. To be able to understand what is 
meant by a still life.



Let’s Recap

Have a think about what you learnt last week in 
our art lesson and answer these questions in 

your head or discuss with someone at home.

oWho was Georgia O’Keeffe?

oWhat media did she often use?

oWhat was usually the subject of her 

images?

oWhere did she draw her inspiration 

from?
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Two common themes in her art are flowers and nature.

Georgia O'Keeffe knew flowers better than most. In the 1930s, 
she wrote of her desire to paint the humble flower enlarged and 

up-close.
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Georgia O’Keeffe’s Artwork

Even though Georgia O’Keeffe essentially zoomed in on a part of a 
flower or plant rather than drawing the whole thing, she did not 

focus on texture. 

Instead, she focused more on clean lines and bold, blended colours. 
Making her paintings stand out even more than ever.

“I’ll paint it big, and they will be surprised into taking time to look 
at it,” she wrote. “I will make even busy New Yorkers take time to 

see what I see of flowers.”



Still Life
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Still life is the art of drawing or painting inanimate objects such 
as fruit and flowers. Artists create still life paintings for 

various reasons: 

- to reflect the feelings or personality of their owner.
- for their symbolic meaning which reveals a hidden story or 

idea.
- to capture the transient beauty of natural objects like 

flowers.

The practice of still life develops and strengthens your natural 
level of drawing ability. It improves your observation and 

rendering of shape, tone, colour, pattern and texture in a range 
of different media. 
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Starter Activity – Pencil Practice

Georgia O’Keeffe would have spent much time practicing her 
painting skills. Today we are going to focus on practicing our 

pencil skills using shading.

We are going to shade in these shapes on this  worksheet. 
Children at home – you can print out this worksheet or 
draw the shapes yourself on a plain piece of paper.

Practice pressing light and hard to see what result we can 
get from each pencil. Children at home – try this activity 

with a writing pencil and a colouring pencil.

We can then use these results to see what hardness we 
need to use when sketching a still life.
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Independent Task - Floral Still Life Time Challenge!

1st box – Draw what you can in 1 minute! Go!

2nd box – This time spend 5 minutes on your 
flower. Try to add some shading!

3rd box – Ok, now look back at your first 
two pictures. Think carefully about what 

you can actually see. Work until your 
finished on this one.

4th box – © Draw like Georgia O’Keeffe –
zoom into part of your flower and focus on 
just that part. Have a go at drawing with 

shading and texture.

Use your ruler to split your page into 4 equal parts.
Label each box with a number from 1 to 4. Look closely at the flowers on your table.
Children at home – see if you can find a flower from around the house or from 

outside. If not then use the rose on this slide.
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